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Abstract

Concrete is possible to term as the most significant building material. Their properties 
depend mainly on mixture but also on early age process. It is clear that fissuring is mainly 
during early age. Their following is not easy however some nondestructive testing methods 
can indicate interesting results. Acoustic Emission Method and Nonlinear Spectroscopy have 
applied there. 
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Abstrakt

Beton lze ozna it za nejvýznamn jší stavební materiál. Jeho vlastnosti závisí zejména 
na složení, ale také na pr b hu tuhnutí a tvrdnutí. Je z ejmé, že v raném stádiu také vznikají 
trhliny. Jejich sledování je komplikované, avšak n které metody nedestruktivního testování 
mohou ukázat zajímavé výsledky. Metoda akustické emise a nelineární ultrazvukové 
spektroskopie byly zde použity. 

Klí ová slova: beton, akustická emise, nedestruktivní testování, ultrazvuk, tuhnutí 

1. Introduction 
The setting and hardening process of concrete can be considered as the most critical 
time period during the life of a concrete structure. To assure high quality and avoid 
problems in performance throughout the life of the material, it is essential to have 
reliable information about the early age properties of the concrete. [Popovics, 1971] 
The properties of concrete are solely determined by the composition of its ingredients 
and the conditions during the setting and hardening process. [Ozturk et all, 1999] 

There are many techniques to determine concrete properties. Therefore their 
application during early age is very complicated or impossible. [Struble et all, 2000] 
Sonic or ultrasonic method can be interesting for following concrete structure during 
lifetime. [Rapoport et all, 2000] 

We have applied acoustic emission method, nonlinear (ultra)sonic method and 
impedance spectroscopy for description concrete setting and hardening. 
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2. Acoustic Emission 

The Acoustic Emission Method is one of the Nondestructive Testing techniques.
Contra most such techniques it detects active defects inside and on the material 
(Fig. 1). When the structure is not loaded the acoustic emission can not detect any 
discontinuity - the acoustic emission does not exist. [Pazdera et all, 2010] 
Consequently, it does not detect geometrical inaccuracy. Acoustic emission sensors 
collect the burst type of signals (hits). There are two basic ways of hit descriptions. 
Hit description by parameters is easier and does not need so many recorded values. 
Time recording of hit amplitude contains more information about acoustic emission 
phenomena, but the number of recorded values is higher then by the parameter's 
description. [Mazal et all, 2006] The Acoustic Emission Method is very promising 
method to detect active defects into tested structure. Including modern mathematical 
methods to the Acoustic Emission Method is acquired as a very useful tool to analyse 
physical (technical) phenomena of tested loaded structure. [Korenska et all, 2007] 

Figure 1 Theoretical spreading of acoustic emission wave 

It is necessary to say that acoustic emission signal analysis is not easy. [Smutny J et 
all, 2000] There are many methods to evaluate acoustic emission signal or hits 
[Pazdera & Smutny, 1998] 

Very popular is analysis by help of Fourier transform S(f)

dttftstS )2exp()()(    (1) 

where s(t) is hit history, t time, f frequency. [Smutny & Pazdera, 2004] 

Wavelet transformation W  is now very popular, too 

dtts
m

t
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where  is time shift and m is scale. [Smutny, 2004] 
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3. Nonlinear Ultrasonic Spectroscopy

Regarding their assumedly higher sensitivity and more accurate quality and reliability 
characterization capacity, the nonlinear ultrasonic spectroscopy methods are ranking 
among the most promising material quality and reliability characterization tools. 
Detailed studies of dynamic nonlinearity and hysteresis in inhomogeneous media 
have shown that the occurrence of mesoscopic elements in the material structure 
gives rise to strongly nonlinear dynamic phenomena accompanying the elastic wave 
propagation. These nonlinear effects are observed in the course of the degradation 
process much sooner than any degradation-induced variations of linear parameters 
(propagation velocity, attenuation, elastic moduli, rigidity etc.). Nonlinear parameters 
have proved to be very sensitive to the presence of any inhomogeneities and 
progressing degradation of the material structure. [Korenska et all, 2006].

One of the measurement set up is shown in Fig. 2. 

Figure 1 Block diagram of measure experiment of nonlinear spectroscopy [Korenska 
et all, 2006] 

Figure 2 Theory of result at nonlinear spectroscopy [Hajek et all, 2003] 
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The nonlinearity gives rise to additional signals featuring different frequencies
according to Fourier expansion (see Fig. 3). In general, the amplitudes of these 
additional components (fn) decrease with the natural number n by [Hajek et all, 2003] 

1fnfn      (1)

where f1 is exciting frequency. Nevertheless, among the emerged signals, the third 
harmonic appears to be most pronounced, 

4. Impedance Spectroscopy

Impedance spectroscopy is a nondestructive testing method ranking in the electrical 
engineering measuring method group. It outputs data providing information on 
material electric and dielectric properties. Microscopically inhomogeneous materials 
are frequently used in the building industry. Unfortunately, the impedance 
spectroscopy results and their characterization on the basis of this method are not 
unambiguous. [Lunak et all, 2008] 

5. Experimental set up 

Concrete sample was made from mixture wrote in Tab. 1. 

Component Weight
[kg]

Cement 450

Water 225

Plasticizer 4

Sand 0/4 1350

Table 1 Tested mixture 

Figure 3 Experimental set up of nonlinear spectroscopy (G – excitor, S – sensor) 
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Nonlinear spectroscopy was measured with two sensors placed according to Fig. 3. 

Acoustic emission system put three acoustic emission sensors placed on surface 
(see Fig. 4). 

Figure 4 Placing acoustic emission sensors on sample. 

6. Results 

Figure 5 Time history of acoustic emission activity till 46 days and zoom from 7 day 
to 28 day 

Acoustic emission activity of tested samples during 46 days is shown in Fig. 5. First 
30 days acoustic emission activity increase fast and then it is not so high. We expect 
that hardening process is finished after these 30 days. Therefore, it is not any time 
without creating or growing micocracks during whole experiment. However acoustic
emission activity is very small from 10 days to 14 days after making mixture. 
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Figure 6 Nonlinear ultrasonic testing sample up to 28 days 

Figure 7 Nonlinear ultrasonic testing sample - 3rd harmonics 

Nonlinear ultrasonic method was applied for monitoring the sample structure during 
first 28 days. 31 kHz frequency exciter was used here. Time t frequency f spectrum s
shows interesting changes on 3rd harmonic frequency in Fig. 6.  Major structural
changes are expected from 8 day to 28 day according to Fig. 7, when spectrum 3rd

harmonic contained change of curve course. 

According to acoustic emission activity (Fig. 5 right) important change could be 
around 18 day. 
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7. Conclusion 

Early age is very important time for forming basic concrete structure. Properties can 
dependent on this time. Acoustic emission, Nonlinear (ultrasonic) spectroscopy or 
Impedance spectroscopy are suitable tools for monitoring concrete structure over its 
lifetime.

Nevertheless, evaluations of results from these methods are not so easy. Their 
application is possible in laboratory quite well, but in production it could be difficult. 

Using these methods simultaneously brings better evaluation of micro changes into 
concrete structure from its making. 
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